200 Days of Ashram Bliss

Every night I begin writing in my journal about
the day’s events and happenings; I find myself
with the words, “Wonderful Day!” “Amazing
Day!” I have recorded the progression of 200
days since moving to Miramar, Florida to live,
work, study, and play with my teacher, my
guru, Yogi Hari. Today I celebrated with 13
other students the culmination of 3 weeks of
intense practice and teaching of Yoga. We
graduated from our Advanced Yoga Teacher’s
Training Course as 500-hour Certified Yoga
Teachers.

Last November I attended the 200-hour Yoga
Teacher’s Training Course at Yogi Hari’s
Ashram which provided me with a foundation
to understand Yoga. We learned how to teach
a beginner’s level Hatha Yoga class and
studied Vedantic philosophy, emphasizing
Hatha Yoga, Raja Yoga, Karma Yoga, Bhakti
Yoga, Jnana Yoga, and Nada Yoga. This
intelligently integrated system of Yoga is
Sampoorna Yoga, the Yoga of Fullness, a
system developed by Yogi Hari which purifies
and refines all aspects of the human
personality, not only the physical aspect of the
body.

In this past 3 weeks, I studied variations on
many basic yoga asanas, or postures, that
prepared me to teach a more advanced level
Yoga class. We also practiced correcting
students, and learned how to modify our
classes and postures of varying levels of
ability and mobility. We deepened our
understanding of Hatha Yoga by studying the
Hatha Yoga Pradipika, and learned more
about meditation and Raja Yoga according to
the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali. These two
classical Sanskrit texts with modern
commentary provided us with a stronger grasp
on the philosophical and practical aspects of
Yoga to improve as teachers, as well as
become more established in our own practice.

The opportunity to live and study with other
advanced Yoga students and practitioners is
truly a blessing. Many of my classmates have
been studying with Yogi Hari for several years,
and were generous in sharing the wisdom and
experience they have acquired from years of
practicing and teaching Yoga. I learned so
much from this inspiring, selfless, and deeply
kind group of people, and am eternally grateful
for the time I have had to spend with them.
Nada Yoga is a fundamental aspect of our
Yoga practice. Nada Yoga is the science of
divine vibration, exploring and experiencing
melody, rhythm, and sound to uplift and focus
the mind. One of the main highlights of the
past month is the return of my flute playing to
my life. My teacher, Guruji as I affectionally
refer to him, encouraged me to take up flute
again to play with the chants and devotional

songs that he sings and records. The moment
my flute arrived from Amazon.com, I
immediately opened the package and started
playing for him the song that he had just been
singing. I am focusing on learning a set of
songs that are ready to produce for a new CD,
Meditations on Radhe Krishna. Every day I
strive to make time to practice and I am elated
as to how easily the flute comes back to my
fingers after not playing for 8 years.

The ashram orchard and gardens are bountiful
with lychee, mango, banana, and longan more mangos and okra than we can possibly
eat, and our freezers are full. My notebook’s
pages are stocked with knowledge for
enlightened daily living, including practices on
how to improve and maintain good health.
“Chew your food properly.” It seems simple,
but this and so many other laws of proper
health we regularly violate out of ignorance,
laziness, and delusion.

In my practice of Yoga, may I continue to
ruminate on these teachings and put into
practice every piece of advice Guruji has
shared with me. May I become established in
these practices and live to experience the
positive effects of Sampoorna Yoga. May I
provide guidance and inspiration to those who
are also seeking higher knowledge to live a
fuller, more expansive life. May all beings be
happy and peaceful. Om Shanthi. Om Peace.

You can learn more about Yogi Hari, Sampoorna
Yoga, and the Ashram where I live by visiting
www.yogihari.com.	
  

